Ophthalmic Statistics Note 14: Method agreement studies in ophthalmology – the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient?
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Introduction

Our previous note outlined why method agreement studies are so important in ophthalmology. [1] Technology moves at a relentless pace and clinicians are keen to adopt innovative techniques that may offer benefits to their patients, such as shorter or less invasive testing, in addition to creating richer datasets that may increase the research potential of the data captured. Researchers and clinicians must, however, use caution to ensure that any differences observed between measurements made on a patient with different methods of measurement are truly due to changes in pathology rather than the method of measurement, the observer making the measurement or other variables that might influence the measurement. Even if two machines appear to report the same characteristic it is possible that one machine is measuring a different anatomical feature than another machine but used the same name. An example is in studies of keratometry and topography where the term Kmax is used to describe both the steepest meridian of the cornea in the central 3 mm (also called K2) and the power of the steepest point of the cornea. [2, 3] This is of particular importance in trials investigating treatments for keratoconus where Kmax may be the primary outcome measure or used to determine subject eligibility. [4]

Our previous note outlined that the regulation of devices is quite different to that of medicines. There is a tension between innovation and safety and whilst measurement
reproducibility may not immediately be seen as relevant to harm, measurements are used to make decisions about diagnosis, progression and treatment. For example, a large change in intraocular pressure between two visits in a child with glaucoma may indicate the need for examination under anesthetic, whilst a large change in K2 readings in an individual with keratoconus might indicate a discussion about crosslinking. So there is a clear need to ensure that a change is real and not the result of a difference in the manner of measurement. [4, 5]

When a study is designed to compare a new method for measuring a continuous characteristic such as intraocular pressure or retinal nerve fibre layer thickness with a standard method, it is our view that limits of agreement (LOA) is the best approach. [1] We have described the need to consider agreement within individuals (precision or random error) and agreement on average (bias or systematic error). It is important, however, to be aware that if a method does not agree well with itself it is clearly unlikely to agree well with another method. Studies examining whether a method agrees with itself are assessing the test-retest reliability of that method. [6] Another term in common use for this, however, is the repeatability of the test. [6] Even more confusingly within method (measuring instrument) comparison studies is the common use of a further term reproducibility. [6]

Repeatability and reliability are terms used when repeat measurements are made on the same subject under identical conditions (the same observer, the same patient, measurements made sufficiently close in time that their condition can be assumed not to have changed). [6] Repeatability and reliability thus require consideration of the same device being used and not consideration of different devices. An alternative definition of reliability is the ratio of variability between subjects to total variability. [7, 8] This definition whilst less commonly used is provided here since it is a literal translation of the arithmetic formula that is often used to compute an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) which is a statistic often used in reliability studies.

Reproducibility is the term used when measurements are made on subjects under changing conditions (different observers, different methods of measurement). [6] Reproducibility is thus the term used to describe method agreement studies since these will always involve different methods of measurement. [6]

The terms reliability and agreement are unfortunately often used interchangeably despite being conceptually distinct. [9]

The Bland-Altman approach can be used for both types of study (method agreement studies – which compare one device with another and reliability studies – which look at repeated use of the same instrument). If the Bland-Altman approach is used for repeatability /reliability there may be no need to test for bias between measurements since the measurements have been made under identical conditions. Note, however, that even if measurements are made under identical conditions only the first measurement will correspond to the first time a patient is measured by a particular machine and the measurement may differ the second time a patient is measured by the machine simply because of measurement error or indeed due to patient characteristics. If a patient is anxious their heart rate might increase and so it is possible that there is a difference which
is why bias is often still assessed! Such a difference might be termed a white-coat effect or a learning curve effect and is still worth considering should a difference be detected. It should be noted that there are real challenges in assessing reliability of methods of measurement that impact on the patient such there is a change induced by that method. An example would be that of applanation tonometry which indents the cornea as part of its assessment and this itself may impact upon the measurement obtained.

A frequently used statistic in repeatability / reliability studies is the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and a question often asked is whether the ICC needs reporting instead of, or in conjunction with limits of agreement in method agreement studies. This is despite a clear steer given by Bland and Altman to the contrary in relation to method agreement. [10] One needs to understand that use of ICC and of Bland-Atman approaches depend on the goal of analysis as well as on the design of the collected data.

Scenario 1

I have submitted a paper for publication and I have used the limits of agreement approach to assess the reliability and reproducibility of the Pentacam in people with keratoconus. A reviewer has advised that I must include the ICC since it is commonly seen in such reports.

I don’t recall any mention of an ICC when taught statistics at medical school so search the internet for references that might assist.

I learn from a paper by Bland and Altman that the ICC was introduced to assess the relationship between variables in classes. [10] For example to assess the relationship between measurements made on subjects who are paired in some way where the order is arbitrary or interchangeable – for example looking at the binocular best corrected visual acuity of identical twins, because in twins saying which twin is number 1 or 2 is arbitrary.

Suppose we have measures on ten sets of identical twins so we have binocular visual acuity from two twins, albeit different individuals. To calculate the usual correlation coefficient we would designate one twin as X and the other twin as Y. The assignment of these labels to the twins would be completely arbitrary and if I were to repeat this process many times, then in one instance Peter might be twin X and Paul be twin Y but in another case Peter is called twin Y and Paul is called twin X. Different assignments of measurements of X and Y in the calculation of the correlation coefficient (r), would produce different values of r, which of course does not make sense, as there should be only one value of r. To allow for this, the ICC is used, as a ratio of variability between subjects over the total variability, where the total variability is the variability between subjects plus the variability within twins plus measurement error. The ICC can be interpreted as the mean correlation across all possible orderings. [11]

Consider a different situation when we have paired measures of IOP from the same patient and on the same day from two machines. The measures are paired in that they have been
measured on the same patient. The measures however for a reproducibility study will come from different machines - for example Goldman tonometer and Tonosafe – providing pairs of data. Here one measurement is clearly from Goldman and one from Tonosafe, which is something that will be ignored by the ICC. The ICC would assign the labels X and Y to each pairing but this would then mean that X in one patient would mean tonometer and in another patient would mean Tonosafe. Because the assignment of labels X and Y to the pairs of measures is no longer arbitrary (since we would wish it to define the type of machine that is used) the ICC is clearly not appropriate for reproducibility studies. Furthermore, as the name suggests, the ICC is a “correlation” coefficient and as such it will tell us if the two measurements are correlated or whether there is concordance of items in genetics (the area whether the ICC was first developed). [12] The objective of our study however is not to assess correlation but to assess agreement.

What, however, about repeatability studies – where the same machine has been used on more than one occasion in the same subject?

I search the internet further and learn that there are actually a number of different ICC statistics in use, each for a different designed study, and much debate about which ICC statistic is appropriate to assess repeatability. [13] Some of the ICCs are parametric (ie their computation assumes underlying statistical distributions) and others are non parametric (considering only the ranking of the data). Some of the ICCs treat the methods being compared as a random sample from all possible methods whereas in a method comparison study there are two (or more) specific methods being studied. [13] I learn too that different ICCs may yield different answers for the same data set and that the ICC is influenced by the range of data used for its calculation. [12] Since the ICC is the ratio of variability between subjects divided by the total variability, then if the variance between subjects is high (e.g. in terms of IOP), the value of ICC will be higher than if the ICC is calculated on a group of patients who are similar to each other. [10] Including a more heterogeneous group will therefore yield larger values of the ICC which may be interpreted by some to indicate better agreement. Whilst any study must consider very carefully the representativeness of the study subjects, it is important to understand that the ICC might be inflated simply by ensuring inclusion of more variable subjects. This is not a problem with Bland-Altman analyses since it does not involve a ratio of variability between subjects to variability in total.

I have identified sufficient concerns in relation to the ICC to decide that it provides no additional value beyond the limits of agreement in method agreement studies. My senior collaborator is persuaded by my comprehensive review of the subject and we agree to omit the ICC and respond to the reviewer.

**Lessons learned**

There are different types of ICC and these can yield different answers for the same data set. The study design will determine which type of ICC is best used.

The ICC can be increased simply by including more variable subjects but this does not mean that the measure is more reliable.
Measurement error can impact upon patient care which is why method agreement studies are so important.

A paper reporting LOA when examining method agreement does not need to include also the ICC.
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